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ISSUE N°8 - 25-26 MAY 2021

NEWSLETTER

26 May 2021, 9.00 – 9.15

1. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

The draft agenda and meeting documents are available in the meeting file.

2. CHAIR’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Chair draws attention to the following points:

Languages available

FR DE IT EN EL ES PT CS HU PL RO.

Webstreaming

The meeting will be webstreamed and can be followed live via the CONT webpage.

Adoption of Coordinators’ recommendations

The summary of recommendations of the Coordinators' meeting of 14 April 2021 was circulated to the Members on
21 April 2021.

If no objections are received before the end of the meeting, these recommendations will be deemed approved.

COMMITTEE MEETING
WEDNESDAY, 26 MAY 2021

9.00 – 12.00 and 13.45 – 15.45 and 16.45 – 18.45
Room: Altiero Spinelli 3E2 and visioconference

THURSDAY, 27 MAY 2021
13.45 – 15.45 and 16.45 – 18.45

Room: Altiero Spinelli 3E2 and visioconference
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3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MEETING

 22-23 February 2021 PV – PE691.368v01-00
 1 March 2021 PV – PE689.802v01-00
 22-23 March 2021 PV – PE692.604v01-00

4. OPENING OF THE REMOTE VOTING PROCEDURE: FIRST ROUND

*** REMOTE VOTING TIME ***
Opening of the remote voting procedure: first voting session

The precise opening and closing times of the votes, provisionally set from 9:30 to 10:30, will be
announced by the Chair.

All Members taking part in the vote (present either in committee meeting room or via remote
participation) will vote via the application EP-Vote.

5. THE COMMISSION’S 2020 RULE OF LAW REPORT
CONT/9/05603- 2021/2025(INI)

Adoption of draft opinion

Rapporteur: Isabel García Muñoz (S&D)
Administrator: Benoît Lefort

Shadow Rapporteurs: Petri Sarvamaa (EPP), Katalina Cseh (Renew), Daniel Freund
(Greens) and Younous Omarjee (The Left)

The draft opinion from the CONT Committee to the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice
and Home Affairs on the Commission's 2020 Rule of Law Report was considered in CONT

meeting of 14-15 April. The Members of the Committee
tabled 62 amendments and the Rapporteur has
suggested 10 Compromise Amendments to the Shadow
Rapporteurs, which are put to the vote. Notably, the draft
opinion highlights that the rule of law is an essential
precondition for compliance with the principle of sound
financial management and for the protection of the
Union's financial interests. The draft opinion also stresses
that, while the Commission's annual Rule of Law report is
a separate tool from the Regulation on a general regime
of conditionality for the protection of the Union budget,
which has been in force since 1 January 2021, it urges the
Commission to strenghten the synergy between the annual reports and the Regulation.
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Timetable

Event Body Date
Adoption of opinion Plenary June II 2021

6. STRENGTHENING TRANSPARENCY AND INTEGRITY IN THE EU INSTITUTIONS BY SETTING UP AN

INDEPENDENT EU ETHICS BODY
CONT/9/03620 - 2020/2133(INI)

Adoption of draft opinion

Rapporteur: Mikuláš Peksa (Verts/ALE)
Administrator: Hans Stander

Shadow Rapporteurs: Tomáš Zdechovsky (EPP), Isabel García Muñoz (S&D), Gilles
Boyer (Renew) and Luke Flanagan (The Left)

The CONT Committee will vote on the draft opinion to the Committee for Constitutional
Affairs (AFCO) on strengthening transparency and integrity in the EU Institutions by

setting up an independent ethics body. The amendments
tabled by the Members of the Committee (39 in total)
presented diverging views on the feasibility and added
value of an independent ethics body. The Rapporteur has
proposed 10 compromise amendments that have been
discussed in a shadows' meeting, and to which all political
groups have contributed. The resulting compromise
amendments have been included in the voting list and are
subject to the vote.

7. RESOLUTION ON CONFLICT OF INTEREST OF THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC
CONT/9/06070

Adoption of motion for a resolution

Rapporteur: Monika Hohlmeier (EPP)
Administrator: Diego Rasetti

The publication by the EU Commission of the final audit report on the functioning of
the management and control systems in place to avoid conflicts of interest in Czechia
confirmed the concerns voiced many times in recent years by Parliament: as Prime
Minister, Mr Babiš exercised influence on the allocation of EU subsidies to Agrofert
Group, the agro-chemical conglomerate that he founded. The audit report confirms
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that the impartial and objective exercise of Mr Babiš’ functions as Prime Minister, as Chairman of the ESIF Council, and
as Minister for Finance and Deputy Prime Minister for Economy was compromised.

The draft Motion insists that a conflict of interest at the highest level of government of a Member State, cannot be
tolerated and must be fully addressed, reiterating the solutions already proposed in previous resolutions and debates.

While the Commission ensures that the EU budget is protected by the recent measures suspending disbursements
and via the on-going audit activities, the draft Motion observes that in a context of systemic deficiencies and
weaknesses of the regulatory framework preventing a full identification of final recipients and beneficial owners of EU
funds, even the effectiveness of the monitoring and controlling activities is at a stake.

Moreover, no action or proposal is brought forward by the Czech government to solve a situation that undermines
the Union's values and the sound management of resources, and questions the compliance with the Rule of Law.

Considering the development of oligarchic structures in the Czech Republic, and their influence on media and on the
justice system, the draft Motion calls for the Commission's thorough assessment of such situation with a view to
launching the appropriate actions in a timely manner, keeping in mind that Czech citizens and taxpayers should not
pay or suffer any consequences deriving from the conflict of interest of their Prime Minister.

Additionally, given Mr Babiš'  still active participation in negotiations on EU budget and programmes, the draft Motion
invites the Council to take all the necessary measures to address the conflicts of interest confirmed by the
Commission's audit findings.

*** END OF REMOTE VOTING TIME***

26 May 2021, 9.15 – 10.00

8. CONTROL OF THE FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES OF THE EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK - ANNUAL REPORT

2019
CONT/9/04670 - 2020/2245(INI)

Consideration of draft report

Rapporteur: Bas Eickhout (Verts/ALE)
Administrator: Diego Rasetti

Shadow Rapporteurs: Angelika Winzig (EPP), Corina Cretu (S&D), Alin Mituța
(Renew) and Luke Flanagan (The Left)

The European Investment Bank is the biggest multilateral financial institution in the
world and a major actor in the implementation of several Union's policies. The draft
report looks into the 2019 annual records of EIB’s funding activities, the main priorities
of its investment policy and the sustainability of its business model.
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The Rapporteur, in particular, reviews the role of the EIB in financing the European Green Deal, its transformation from
“an EU bank supporting climate” into “the EU climate bank”, while also looking into the recently adopted policies (e.g.
the new Energy Lending Policy) and how they have been made operational.

Furthermore, the draft report focuses on EIB's
actions in implementing the European Fund for
Strategic Investment (EFSI) and on the EIB's
operations outside the EU, and indicates the
stakeholders' engagement as the cornerstone
of sustainable and inclusive development.

Against an overall positive assessment, the
Rapporteur reiterates the importance of ethics,
integrity, transparency, and accountability.
Moreover, Mr Eickhout's remarks point at the
revolving-doors and post-employment policies,
the persistent lack of diversity and gender
balance at management level. The draft report
includes calls for transparency, for disclosure of
beneficiaries and beneficial owners, and for the
full alignment with Anti-Money Laundering and Combating Terrorism Financing regulations. As already underlined in
the 2019 discharge to the EU budget, a stronger external scrutiny of EIB by the ECA is essential: the revision of the
current Tripartite Agreement between Commission, the EIB and the ECA should include the EIB operations financed
by EIB’s share capital. Finally, the Rapporteur urges the revision of the Financial and Administrative Framework
Agreement (FAFA), the adoption of the new EIB Group Anti-Fraud Policy (AFP), and a new EIB Environmental and Social
Principles and Standards Framework.

Timetable

Event Body Date
Deadline Amendments CONT 2  27 May 2021, 14.00
Adoption CONT 14-15 June 2021
Adoption in Plenary Plenary July 2021 (week 27)
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26 May 2021, 10.00 – 10.45

9. PROTECTION OF THE EU’S FINANCIAL INTERESTS - COMBATTING FRAUD - ANNUAL REPORT 2019
CONT/9/04672 - 2020/2246(INI)

Consideration of draft report

Rapporteur: Caterina Chinnici (S&D)
Administrator: Giulia Bastianello

Shadow Rapporteurs: Monika Hohlmeier (EPP), Katalin Cseh (Renew), Mikuláš Peksa
(Green/ALE) and Luke Flanagan (The Left)

As in previous years, the CONT Committee draws up an own initiative report on
Protection of the European Union's financial interests - combating fraud, this year related
to 2019.

The PIF report 2019 (COM(2020)0363), the 31st annual report on the Protection of the European Union's financial
interests from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council (under Article 325 of the TFEU), was
presented by Commissioner Hahn in the CONT meeting of 28 October 2020.

In her draft report, the Rapporteur Ms Caterina Chinnici notes
the detected fraudulent and non-fraudulent irregularities, as
well as achievements made such as the transposition into
national law of the measures provided for in the PIF Directive,
the appointment of the European Chief Public Prosecutor, the
adoption of the New Commission Anti-Fraud Strategy, and of
the Whistleblowing Directive in 2019. The Rapporteur
highlights what still needs to be addressed in the fight against
fraud, calling for more coordination, and for ensuring quality of
the data collected and of anti-fraud measures at EU and national
level.

Moreover, Ms Chinnici notes, among other things, the role of
OLAF and the more structured cooperation with the ECA, the
importance of establishing National Anti-Fraud Strategies, and lastly invites to explore new avenues with regard to
the analysis and further improvement of the Commission’s PIF report.

Timetable

Event Body Date
Deadline Amendments CONT 2  27 May 2021, 14.00
Adoption CONT 14-15 June 2021
Adoption in Plenary Plenary July 2021 (week 27)
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26 May 2021, 10.45 – 11.45

10. ADMINISTRATION OF EU FUNDS IN SHARED MANAGEMENT IN MALTA
CONT/9/06070

Exchange of views with Commission representatives

Rapporteur: Monika Hohlmeier (EPP)
Administrator: Kaare Barslev

Following the murder of the investigative journalist, Daphne Caruana Galizia, on 16
October 2017, media reports have given the impression that there are risks of
weaknesses in the administration in Malta. Given these circumstances, the CONT
Committee has taken the initiative to ask questions concerning the administration of
EU funds in shared management and if they are handled correctly. The CONT
Committee has invited representatives from DG AGRI, DG REGIO and OLAF to give the
Committee information in relation to these issues.

The meeting will be suspended until 13:45

26 May 2021, 13.45 – 15.45

11. OPENING OF THE REMOTE VOTING PROCEDURE: SECOND ROUND - FINAL VOTE

*** REMOTE VOTING TIME ***

Opening of the remote voting procedure: second voting session- final vote
The precise opening and closing times of the votes, provisionally set from 13:45 to 14:45, will be

announced by the Chair.
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12. WORKSHOP ON ‘MISSING TRADER FRAUD: DEFINITION, EFFECTS, PREVENTION AND SOLUTIONS'
CONT/9/05844

Presentation by the Co-rapporteurs Monika Hohlmeier
(EPP) and Isabel García Muñoz (S&D)

Administrator: Alexandra Pouwels (PolDep D)
See separate programme: here

The workshop “Missing
Trader Fraud: Definition,

effects, prevention and solutions” will focus on the missing trader intra-
community fraud and carousel fraud. Missing trader fraud is the biggest
kind of VAT fraud within the EU. This kind of fraud has been estimated to
cost the Union EUR 60 billion on an annual basis. The exact amount lost is
difficult to calculate as sufficient data is lacking and the fraud schemes are
very complex. The speakers of the workshop will discuss the scale of the
problem, possible solutions, and give recommendations for improvement
of the VAT system.

The meeting will be suspended until 16:45

26 May 2021, 16.45 – 18.15

JOINT MEETING WITH COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS (BUDG)

13. RULE OF LAW CONDITIONALITY REGULATION
CONT/9/05904

Exchange of views with Commission representatives

Rapporteur: Petri Sarvamaa (EPP)
Administrator: Benoit Lefort

On 26 May 2021, the Committees on Budgets and on Budgetary Control will jointly
have an exchange of views with the European Commission on the Rule of Law
Conditionality Regulation and the development of guidelines for its application. In
its Resolution of 25 March 2021, the Parliament stressed that the Regulation entered
into force on 1 January 2021 and that its application could not be subject to the
adoption of guidelines. However, if the Commission deems such guidelines

necessary, the Parliament has requested to be consulted prior to their adoption by the Commission. The Regulation
was challenged by Poland and Hungary in front of the European Court of Justice on 11 March 2021.
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26 May 2021, 18.15 – 18.45

14. COORDINATORS’ MEETING

Meeting held in camera with the remote participation tool Interactio

Coordinators present in Brussels can attend the meeting in room: Altiero Spinelli 3E2

27 May 2021, 13.45 – 15.45

15. PUBLIC HEARING ON THE USE OF CPR PROVISIONS IN EU FUNDS - SPENDING, THEORY AND CASE

EXAMPLES
CONT/9/05846

Public hearing - see programme below

Rapporteur: Daniel Freund (Verts/ALE)
Administrator: Hans Stander

The CONT Committee organises a Public Hearing on the use of the provisions in the
Common Provisions Regulation (CPR) that are set out to protect the financial interests of
the Union. These provisions allow the Commission, for example, to suspend funds in case
of serious deficiencies in a Member State’s management and control system of an
operational programme. The hearing is divided into two panels. The first panel is titled
“Untapped potential of CPR (new and old)?” and brings together experts from the

Commission, the European Anti-Fraud Office and Academia:

 Ms Adriana Sukova, Deputy Director-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion, European
Commission, Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion (DG EMPL).

 Mr Franck Sébert, Director Audit, European Commission, Directorate-General for Regional and Urban Policy
(DG REGIO).

 Ms Maria Ntziouni, Adviser for Operations and Investigation, European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF).
 Ms Kim L. Scheppele, Laurance S. Rockefeller Professor of Sociology and International Affairs in the

Princeton School of Public and International Affairs.

The second panel, titled 'Management and control systems in Hungary a case for CPR suspension?' looks into
concrete examples of the use of the abovementioned provisions and is composed of experts from the
Commission and civil society:
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 Mr Axel Badrichani, Head of Unit, Audit I, European Commission, Directorate-General for Regional and
Urban Policy (DG REGIO).

 Ms Gabriella Nagy, Head of public funds programs, Transparency International Hungary.
 Mr Akos Hadhazy, Independent Member of Parliament in Hungary.

Public remote hearing on

“The use of CPR provisions in EU funds. Spending, theory and case examples”

27 May 2021 (13.45-15.45)

Brussels,

Altiero Spinelli, room 3E2, and remote participation

13:45 - 13:50 Opening remarks and introduction by the Chair, Ms Hohlmeier

13:50 - 13:55 Opening remarks by the Rapporteur, Mr Freund

13:55 - 14:35

First panel: Untapped potential of CPR (new and old)?

 Ms Adriana Sukova, Deputy Director-General for Employment,
Social Affairs and Inclusion, European Commission, Directorate
General for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion (DG EMPL)

 Ms Maria Ntziouni, Adviser for Operations and Investigation,
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF)

 Ms Kim L. Scheppele, Laurance S. Rockefeller Professor of
Sociology and International Affairs in the Princeton School of Public
and International Affairs

 Mr Franck Sébert, Director Audit, European Commission,
Directorate-General for Regional and Urban Policy (DG REGIO)

14:35 - 14:50 Questions, replies, debate
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14:50 - 15:25

Second panel: Management and control systems in the EU Member
States; cases for CPR suspension?

 Ms Jana Stahnová, project manager, Transparency International
Czech Republic (tbc)

 Mr Ákos Hadházy, Member Of Parliament in Hungary
 Mr Axel Badrichani, Head of Unit, Audit I, European Commission,

Directorate-General for Regional and Urban Policy (DG REGIO)

15:25 - 15:40 Questions, replies, debate

14:40 - 15:45 Closing remarks by Mr Freund and the Chair

The meeting will be suspended until 16:45
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27 May 2021, 16.45 – 17.45

JOINT PRESENTATION WITH COMMITTEE ON THE INTERNAL MARKET AND
CONSUMER PROTECTION (IMCO)

16. ECA SPECIAL REPORT 04/2021: CUSTOMS CONTROLS: INSUFFICIENT HARMONISATION

HAMPERS EU FINANCIAL INTEREST
CONT/9/05848

Presentation of the special report by reporting ECA Member Jan
Gregor

Rapporteur: Olivier Chastel (Renew)
Administrator: Ana Maria Nogueira

Shadow Rapporteur: Michal Wiezik (EPP)

The Customs Union is important for EU trade, and customs duties on imports are a
significant source of EU revenue. In 2019, the Member States made available EUR 21.4

billion of customs duties to the EU budget, representing 13 % of the total EU budget revenue. China, the USA and
Russia were the main countries exporting to the EU. Furniture, sports equipment, toys and clothing topped the list of
most imported goods.

The EU has exclusive competence to make laws in the area of customs, while Member States are responsible for
putting them into practice, so as to apply customs control in a similar way. This uniform application of customs controls
(the Union Customs Code - UCC) by Member States is pivotal in preventing fraudulent importers from targeting border
entry points with a lower level of controls. In light of the UCC, the Commission adopted a new regulatory framework,
consisting of the Financial Risks Criteria and Standards Implementing decision (FRC decision) and a corresponding
guideline.

The Special Report looks into the way this new regulatory framework is being implemented by the Member States and
monitored by the Commission. The audit visits took place between October 2019 and January 2020, after the deadline
set in the FRC decision for Member States to ensure that the requisite of using the criteria in the automated risk analysis
was in place.

The audit concluded that the framework is not leading to a uniform application of customs controls, shortcomings
were in both the content of the framework as well as its application in practice. For instance, Member States did not
systematically share information on risky importers with one another.
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The ECA recommends the Commission (in cooperation with the
Member States) to enhance the uniform application of customs
controls by, among others, improving the quality of risks signals,
and addressing gaps in the handling of declarations across Member
States.

It is proposed that the presentation of the ECA report develops as
follows:

• Opening remarks by CONT and IMCO Chairs;
• Mr Jan Gregor reporting ECA Member, will present the Special

Report;
• Mr Olivier Chastel, the CONT Rapporteur, will make

observations and raise questions to the ECA’s and Commission’s  representatives;
• Mr Gerassimos Thomas, TAXUD Director-General, will present the Commission’s point of view;
• CONT and IMCO Members will share their remarks and put questions;
• Mr Jan Gregor  and Mr Gerassimos Thomas will reply to the questions;
• Concluding remarks by the Chairs (CONT and IMCO).

The ECA report is available on all EU languages on the ECA website and also on the meeting documents.

27 May 2021, 17.45 – 18.45

17. STUDY ON THE LARGEST 50 BENEFICIARIES IN EACH EU MEMBER STATE OF CAP AND COHESION

FUNDS
CONT/9/05099

Presentation by Willem Pieter De Groen (CEPS)

Rapporteur: Monika Hohlmeier (EPP)
Administrator: Andras Schwarcz (PolDep D)

Shadow Rapporteur: Maria Grapini (S&D)

The researcher coordinating the study on “The Largest 50 beneficiaries in each EU
Member State of CAP and Cohesion Funds” will present their findings at the CONT
Committee.
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The presentation will explain the methodology used in the
analysis on more than 12 million beneficiaries of the
common agricultural policy (CAP) in 2018 and 2019 and
about 600 000 beneficiaries receiving cohesion funds
between 2014 and 2020. An overview will be given of the
almost 300 reporting systems and the technical and legal
barriers to data collection. An analysis of the largest direct
and ultimate beneficiaries of these funds will follow giving
a brief glance of the lists of beneficiaries presented in the
study by fund, by type, and by Member State. Finally, the
author will provide policy recommendations to enhance
data accessibility and transparency.

18. NEXT MEETINGS

 14-15 June, 2021
 12-13 July, 2021

PAPERLESS PROGRAMME(INTERNAL USERS ONLY)
Access CONT committee meeting documents on eMeeting or any CONT committee information on eCommittee

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Contact the CONT Secretariat or visit the website of the CONT committee
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Publications Catalogue 2019 - 2021

Proceedings of the workshop “Use of big data and AI in fighting corruption and misuse of public funds - good practice,
ways forward and how to integrate new technology into contemporary control framework”
Study “MEP’s pension rights before and after the Members Statute in 2009”
Study “Special advisers to the Commission (2014 - 2019)”
Briefing “Gender and geographical balance in the governance structures of Horizon 2020”
Briefing “Horizon 2020: Geographical balance of beneficiaries”
At a Glance “Nominations for Members of the European Court of Auditors” (update)
Documentation workshop “Open spaces at EU institutions versus traditional work spaces: justification, evolution,
evaluation and results”
Briefing “Open Plan Offices - The new ways of working. The advantages and disadvantages of open office space”
Briefing “Gender equality in the college of the European Court of Auditors”

BUDG
In-depth Analysis “Implementation of the EU Trust Funds and the Facility for Refugees in Turkey” Update - March 2021
In-depth Analysis “Reform of the EU own resources”
Briefing “EU Gender budgeting: where do we stand?”
Study “Pilot projects and preparatory actions (PP/PA) in the EU budget 2014-2019”
Briefing “Next Generation EU - Where are assigned revenue? Which impact in 2021?”
Study “How EU funds tackle economic divide in the European Union” (Available in DE, ES, FR, IT, PL, RO)
Study “Documenting climate mainstreaming in the EU budget - making the system more transparent, stringent and
comprehensive”
Briefing “Assigned revenue in the Recovery Plan - The frog that wishes to be as big as the ox?”
Study “A Just Transition Fund - How the EU budget can best assist in the necessary transition from fossil fuels to
sustainable energy" (Available in DE, ES, FR, IT, PL)

FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

BUDG
- Study "New EU own resources: possibilities and limitations of steering effects and sectoral policy co-benefits"
- Study “Locations of the EU decentralised agencies”
- Study “The Management Boards of the Decentralised Agencies”
- Study “The “cost of non-EU – agencies”, focusing on the health and safety cluster of the EU decentralised agencies”

CONT
- Study "Impact of Organised Crime on the EU’s Financial Interests"
- Briefing “The Early-detection and exclusion system”
- Study “The largest 50 beneficiaries in each EU Member State of CAP and cohesion funds”

CONTACTS
Policy Department for Budgetary Affairs
poldep-budg@ep.europa.eu
Policy Department Webpage

NEWS FROM POLICY DEPARTMENT - BUDGETARY AFFAIRS
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Disclaimer
The items contained herein are drafted by the Secretariat of the Budgetary Control Committee of the European Parliament
and are provided for general information purposes only. The opinions expressed in this document are the sole
responsibility of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official position of the European Parliament. This
document may contain links to websites that are created and maintained by other organisations. The Secretariat does not
necessarily endorse the view(s) expressed on these websites.


